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'"SCIENCE "W"IT::S:: PRACTICE." 
Iowa State Agricultural College, Oct., 1881. 
OCTOBER. 
W.D.W. 
O rich October ! sweetest month, 
And saddest, too, of all the year. 
The calm, the dreamy, and the blue ; 
The last bright days, ere winter, drear, 
Comes on with howlings, wild and mad, 
Aud cold and shud'rings, types of fear. 
To thee, the queen of all the moons, 
With crown of gold and mace of fire, 
We bow with rev'rent knee and low 
And give thee praise with song and lyre ; 
We do thee homage; for thou art 
The cl!max of the months entire. 
The days of w!ntei.Joys may bring, 
With blood In cheek, with snow and cheer, 
With surcease from our daily tolls, 
And joy and laughter and minds clear ; 
But thou, 0 month, dost bring the rose 
Of health, the last of all the year. 
Spring, too, delights the soul of mau, 
With opening bud and blossom sweet, 
And energies that 'fore lay dead 
To waken now with their fnll mete ; 
But thou alone dost give the frt\it 
Of growth mature and year complete. 
Fair summer brings its beauties true, 
The flowers, the grass, the long,llght day 
When nature, panting, speechless now 
Can only hum her gentle lay; 
October still can yield much more 
Than sultry hours and sun's hot ray. 
To fan the joys and bring the glow 
Of hearty aid to him who st1jves, 
To reap the fruits of years well timed 
Should be October of our lives; 
'fhe truest peace, the sweetest rest, 
Eternal joy, man thus derives. 
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ELOCUTION-HOW TAUGHT, 
PROF. W. H. WYNN. 
Having said so much against elocution as 
it is ordinarily taught, I find myself fairly 
committed to the task of saying how, in 
my judgment, it ought to be taught. 
Well, r will imagine myself in the pres-
ence of fifty or more young people whom I 
am about to instruct in clearness and com-
pass of toue, and. i,n the graces of distinct-
ness and naturalness of articulate speech. 
·First, I would have it understood that no 
bellowing was to be done in this class. 
The day for mouthing and uproar in this 
branch of study has gone by; and we have 
come together for serious work. I would 
give my class to understand that within 
the past few years no branch of science has 
made more rapid progi'ess than phonetics, 
and turning to the .black-board I would 
put down Prof. Whitney's. "Alphabetical 
Scheme" (not Max Muller's). I would pro-
ceed to speak of it as one of those noted 
discoveries which at long intervals are made 
only by highly gifted men, and which work 
vast and salutary revolutions in the direc-
tions in which they point. 
It was given to Prof. Whitney while 
studying scientifically the organs of speech, 
their structure, their delicate adjustment 
to all the shades of sound and music that 
gurgle from the throat, to discover that the 
most open of all sounds which the human 
voiceis capable of making is A as in father, 
and that this sound in three lines of modifi-
cations runs down in the direction of the (a) 
lips, the (b) tongue, and the (c) palate, tight-
ening as it goes, until it closes up in a inute 
base. For example run the A down the 
vowel system in the direct.ion of the palate 
closing up the palate as you descend, and 
you will notice how you strike on the Indo-
European long· i (ee) and the English y, 
until, with further closing in the nasal ng 
and the aspirate h, you leap over into the 
mute consonants g and k, At A the palate 
was broadly open ; at k it was shut, and yet 
at the intervening stations all the way 
down, with each slight advanee toward the 
closing of the organ, on the way from sound 
to silence, you have been able to say hat, 
and they, and pine, and pique, and hang and 
him, (a, e, i, ng, h) uritil finally you were 
able t9 say king by actually closing the pal-
ate to accomplish the feat, And so also a 
vast number of other sounds are found on 
the way from the open a along the tongue 
until that organ closes up completely in t; 
and in like manner along the lips, the sound 
closing up in p. 
Now here is a wide field for practice, the 
the exact position of the organs having 
been clearly made out for every evanishing 
phase of speech. Here is a· simple diagram 
A 
/1\ 
k t p 
up and down which, through all interven-
ing sounds I would drill my pupils, as the 
musician drills bis on the scale. 
On examining my class individually I 
shall find that scarcely one out of ten is 
able to make any one of these sou_nds with 
that precise, apt, prompt positing of the or-
gaa that will send the utterance in sharp 
resonance to the ear. Few can distinguish 
between the surd and sonant mutes; in· 
many cases the nasals are swamped in 
catarrhal ntufflings, and probably in every 
case there is an undue interference of one 
set of organs with sounds which it is the 
province of another set to make. I have a 
discouraging task on hand to teach these 
mumblers to speak. In all likelihood they 
have had no adequate training, or no traill· 
ing at all, in phonetics, in the elementary 
stages of their education, and now they are 
men and women habitually choking up the 
words in their throats, or chewing them as 
the children chew gum, or rolling them pell-
mell fashion into indiscriminate heaps. 
Nevertheless I and my pupils must go plod-
ding on, and some benefit will result. 
At this stage of my progress, however, a 
new matter dawns on me. I observe that 
defective utterance is principally due to the 
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unskillful management of the breath; that 
no matter how well the speaker may know. 
the exact position of the organs when cer-
tain sounds are to be made, he cannot make 
them, unless he has acquired skill in adjust-
ing his respiration to his needs. Here 
all my energies as a teacher of elocution 
must be brought into play, and I must have 
profoundly studied the physiology of that 
delicate apparatus, the tone-box in the 
throat, those living vibrating cords by 
which the voice is made. I must put my 
pupils on a set of breathing exercises that 
will expand the chest, and bring it to pass 
that their habitual inhalations instead of 
being limited to the upper half of the lungs, 
will readily and easily sound their lowest 
depths. 
Above all I must warn them ag;ainst in-
flating the lungs when about to speak-ex-
actly in opposition to tlHJ uniform and em-
phatic instruction of almost all the pro-
fessional elocutionists in the land. "Stand 
up straight," they say, "have your lungs full 
of air, so that yon may explode your tones 
with the blast of a furnace." "Here", says 
Prof. G., thumuing his protruding chest 
with his fist, "is a small engine whose note 
of warning can be heard a rnile,"-where-
npon, out of a deep inhalation, he shouts 
out, "The wolf! The wolf!"' until the win-
dows rattle, and the down-town people take 
the alarm. The lungs should be expanded, 
so that their spontaneous breathing is deep, 
but before speaking they should not be in-
flated, for· the very sufficient reason that 
then it is not a matter of quantity of air, 
but wholly a matter of facility m adjusting 
the quantity on hand. The great end lies 
in not letting what is naturally and easily in 
the lungs .iscape wastefully, without being 
turned directly upon the vocal chords, and 
all, without loss, transmuted iuto sound. 
MILTON AND HIS TIME. 
L. I'. 
There bas been no time of greater Nation-
al disturbances in the whole history of 
England than that comprised between the 
date:;; of 1008-1674, the period of Milton's 
life. 
Born at a time of National confusion. 
nurtured to the puritan belief and gifted 
with a mighty intellect, which was, by a 
long and, severe course of study, fitted to 
perform a great work, it is not to be won-
dered, that in him England recognizes one 
of her greatest men. 
The frivolous and self-gratify Ing customs 
of the Elizabethan era were rapidly being 
replaced by the staid and moral principles 
of the Puritans. They were not living for 
self-gratifications, as those who had lived 
but a short time before them, but for the 
moral and religious freedom of their lives. 
'fhe •:ontentions between those upholding 
Popery and the Puritans, were continuous. 
Thousands of Puritans were seeking free-
dom of religious opinion in the wilds of 
America. The prayer book and the book 
of laws issued by the king to be used in 
the churches, were rejected by the Puritans 
and Presbyterians alike. And his orders 
for a tax. for the navy was treated with 
scorn. These turmoils culminated in the 
civil ·wars, the wars termiuated in the be-
heading of Charles and the establishing of 
the commonwealth. 
At the time the war seemed immi_nent, 
Milton was traveling in Italy studying 
poetrv; but as soon as he heard of the im-
mediate danger of his country, he turned 
homeward and reached it, having been ab-
sent a little more than a year. He resolved 
to "lay aside his singing robes and embark 
upon the ,;ea of noises and hoarse disputes." 
And during the whole twenty years, he 
was intimately interwoven with the Revo-
lution, ,;pending his whole time in the de-
fence of the Puritans and opposing the 
Prelatical rules. 
Pym. the brave and successful leader of 
the Puritan army, was succeeded, at his 
death, by Cromwell, a man of the strictest 
Puritan principles, who would have in his 
army only men of pure and moral ·charac-
ter, who were willing to fight for their re-
.ligious freedom no matter what their belief. 
Under such a man for a leader, with such a 
man as Milton for a theorizer and defender, 
we are not surprised that they were success-
ful, but only wonder that the Common-
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wealth they established was not of longer 
duration. 
All was done by these people to amicably 
settle the disputes, and Charles, they 
thought, was about to make a peaceful 
treaty, haviug already refcinded some of 
the most repugnant laws, when it was 
found he had escaped from London to the 
Isle of Wight, and had there signed a secret 
treaty with the Scots for the invasion of 
England against the Puritans. He was here 
taken prisoner and in spite of the entreaties 
of the Royalists was beheaded in 1648. 
England then became a Commonwealth 
under the protectorship of Cromwell. The 
Revolution had been borne on by a few 
bolder spirits, and when the final act of its 
freedom was established, and an the ,outer 
world stood aghast, many were now ready 
to turn back and counteract the deed done 
111 killing Charles by admitting to the throne 
Charles second. 
Milton here comes forward and had pub-
lished his pamphlet which upheld the men 
who had disposed of so tyranical a ruler as 
Charles the First; but for this defence of 
his, it is more than likely that the whole 
struggle of the Civil strife would have 
availed the Puritans naught. 
At this time Charles Second, who had 
escaped as a refuge, to Germany, had the 
great scholar Salmasius write a defence for 
the king. Soon all Europe was ringing with 
his admirable production. The English 
Council, fearful of the result it would have, 
ordered Milton to reply. This was a great 
undertaking, but he excerded every expec-
tation, and it is said the great scholar was 
so shocked at having been defeated, that it 
hastened his death, which occurred shortly 
after. It is impossible to estimate the value 
of this reply in relation to the Common-
wealth. 
Milton was appointed Secretary of For-
eign affairs under Cromwell, and as such 
he was intimately connected with the great 
ruler, knowing his whole plan of procedure. 
The long struggle of the Puritans ended 
in a victory for them which was to last but 
a few years. Cromwell having contracted 
a disease in the army was destined to live 
but a short time. At his death, his son, a 
man of little energy, succeeded him. For a 
time it seemed as if all would go smoothly 
on. The people more fully realized and ap- · 
preciated what Cromwell had done for 
them. But it did not take long for the Roy-
alists to perceive the weakness of the second 
Cromwell, and gradually the old forms and 
laws were reverted to. We may say, how-
ever, that from the death of Cromwell it 
was a time of great uncertainty, in the 
midst of which, events slowly shaned them-
selves toward one inevitable issue-the res-
toration of Charles Second. Milton was 
the sole surviving defender of the Comrrion-· 
wealth. If the resolutions and reasonings 
of one man could have kept the Republic , 
alive-could have kept the door shut against · 
all Royalty, Milton would have done it. 
When he. saw the inevitable end of the 
Commonwealth, his anxiety for religion 
caused him to write two pamphlets, which 
he addressed to Parliament; the first "was 
to show that it was not lawful for any 
power to interfere in matters of religion;'' 
tlrn second "was considerations of the· like-
liest methods of removing hirelings from 
the church." He also sent out a pamphlet 
on the ready and easy way of establishing a 
Commonwealth as compared with the dan-
gers of readjusting kingship in the land. 
Notwithstanding all his labor, Charles 
Second came to the throne with little or no 
opposit10n. And it is recorded that he was 
told by people on every side that they had 
]<mg expected his return. At his restora-
tion, Milt<m's most obnoxious books were 
burned by the hangsman, he himself, thrown 
in prison, and only saved from the punish-
m•mt of heresy, which was death, by the poet 
Davenant. He was finally freed from prison 
but lived in constant fear of being assassi~ 
nated by some of his enemies. 
The works of Milton may be classed and 
were produced in· three distinct periods. 
First, those written during the reign of 
Charles I, these are almost entirely poetical 
works. Those product>d during the Civil 
Strife and theCommonwealth, are the second 
class. As wt> have seen, these are prosy dis-
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cusinons of the most practical kind, entered 
into with the force of a mighty mind. 
He survived the restoration fourteen years 
and this period is the third' and last. He 
again turned his attention to the creation of 
poetry;and during this time he accomslished 
that, which had been his great aim since his 
travels in Italy namely, the production of a 
poem which t).J.e people should not willingly 
let die. This we have in his immortal 
poem, "Paradise Lost," a story of the Pil-
grims, of their trials, exertions and, at last 
their defeat. It sets forth plainly the true 
character of a Pilgrim. Seven long years on 
the bustling_streets of London, our poor, 
blind poet, lacking another of earth's best 
blessings-a happy home, worked slowly 
and faithfully on that which he had so long 
desired to work, and which, when completed 
placed his name on the annals with those, 
whose praises are to be sung to the end of 
civilization. 
Ellwood, upon reading the poem, asked 
Milton if he had naught to say on "Paradise 
Regained." Acting upon the suggestion, 
Milton wrote the poem by that name, which 
was published with Samson Argonistes, in 
1671, four years before his death. 
The great characteristic of Milton's mind 
was his_ definite idea of right and wrong. 
'rhe right he loved with the fervor of a 
noble nature, while for the latter be cher-
ished only the severest hatred~ Naturally 
his mind took to that which was poetical, but 
when duty called, he hesitated not a mom-
ent to turn from a work of joy to one which 
in many respects must have been irksome 
to him. He was well fitted for the part he 
played in the P.uritanic movement. Alone 
he stands, a single example of a noble liter-
ary man who fought on that side. And 
well may we regard him as a great collossus 
marching forward by his own independent 
spirit. 
We miss in the Puritanic times the large-
ness and sympathy of the Elizabethan age, 
but on the other hand life has gained a moral 
grandeur and a sense of the dignity of man-
hood. That Milton did much to promote 
this change it is impossible to <leny, for-
"When he was a child, no childish play 
To him was pleasing ; all his mind was set 
Serious to learn and know, and thence to do 
What might be public good ; himself he thought 
Born to that end, born to promote all truth, 
All righteous things." 
CONVERSATION. 
The greatest distinction between man and 
the lower animals is that the former is en-
dowed with the power of speech, whereby 
he readily expresses his sentiments, com-
municates with others ln regard to his de-
sires, likes and di~likes, his hopes fears and 
impressions, while in the case of the latter 
the desires can only be indicated to a limit-
ed extent. It is useless for us to mention 
the utility of the power of speech, for all 
are aware of it and the greater the degree 
of intelligence the more it is appreciated. 
The power of speech may be considered as 
an art and also as a faculty. But to con-
sider it as an art-to instruct or to enter-
tain! or toconverse ina pleasing and instruct-
ive manner, is indeed a great accomplish-
ment. A musician is not called an artist 
wh9, though thoroughly versed ·in the sci-
ence of music, knows comparatively noth-
ing of the art. The same is true of conver-
sation. And one of the greatest charms in 
conversation is pleasing expression. A wk-
ward and unattractive speakers make a 
failure in social life, because they have ac-
quired no mastery of the art of expression. 
There are many men with well stored 
minds who lack this accomplishment which 
is so essential to their success, while men 
with far less knowledge, and who are infer-
ior in mental culture, surpass them by hav-
ing skill and a pleasing address. We, as 
students, vught to be careful how we ex-
press our thoughts. Owing to thoughtless-
ness or want of cultivation, our conversa-
tion is, unconsciously to ourselves, often 
disagreeable or blunt, flat and stupid, if not 
at times rude and impertinent. Everybody 
seems to think he must talk about some-
thing, and it is umiatural that coming in 
contact with each other we should refiain 
from expressing thoughts which occur to us. 
The desire to express our ideas-a very 
commendable thing in itself-is so often 
abused that notwUhstanding the many 
talkers there are a limited number of good 
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conversers. To make our conversation talk, but a violent contrast 1s liable to lead 
really interesting it is necessary for us to to an explosion whfoh in all conversation is 
possess a knowledge and manifest an inter- uncalled for. It is not essential that a good 
est outside of self; converser should have ability as a writer, 
There are a great many people who seem but every one having the ability to write 
devoid of an actual interest other than that should be able to converse well. Gold-
within the narrow limits of their own af- smith could write but with him conversing 
fairs. · Yet it would greatly surprise them was impossible. Macauhy seems to have 
were they to be so classified. Regarded as been· a lecturer, rather than a· conversa-
an art-conversation requires a much great- tionalist. ,Johnson was one of England's 
er degree of attention than we at first sup- best of writers, and also a pleasant, agree-
pos1i necessary. Upon some very few, for- able converser. Of our own country, Choate 
tunate individuals it seems to be bestowed. endowed with a brilliant intellect, and 
as a natural gift. And it invariably serves Clay, a perfect master of oratory each pos-
as a passport to advantages which are de- sessed a power over an audience, seldom 
nied the many who_are devoid of the natural equalled, and in conversation they '\ve1'e 
talent. In social life where every grace and never rnrpassed. These are great exam-
accomplishment is brought into demand, it ples and we students do not all expect to be 
opens the way to that attention and interest orators, lecturers or authors, but we do all 
which all who mingle in society are desir- calculate to be out in active life; and we 
ous of gaining. know that it is necessary for us to be good 
Conversing is not orating nor lecturing. talkers. 
Some of our finest orators and most success- Considering bow much of the pleasure of 
ful lecturers are actually not capable of home and social life depends upon conversa-
conversing in an agreeable manner. Yet tion we may well ask is it not a subject for 
there are many exceptions and among the study. Can we not, by noticing the speech 
most noted, none rank high_er than does of those who talk well and noticing their 
Madame de Stael. She _is said to have mon- tact. their pleasantness and readiness, . and 
opolized conversation. W.e all know that the agieeable manner of saying the proper 
her writings are exceedingly brilliant and thing at.the proper time, greatly benefit our-
pleasing, but a review of her life tells us selves? We believe much improvement can 
that her conversation even surpassed any be made if we would think, observe and 
of her writings. reflect on its importance. 
There are two great classes of conversers 
iu society-the first are those who make 
you feel as if you were of some account in 
the world; and the other class seems to have 
a subtle way of convincing you that your 
right to exist is being quest10n.ed. Some. 
seem to think that conversation to be good 
must be varied, that it should turn upon 
matters in which every one can take a part. 
Often, when two persons are engaged in 
conversation, one remembering the inappro-
priate maxim that a conversation must not 
run too long in the same groove, makes _a 
mental leap and sometimes passes from 
Egyptian antiquities to the fashions of to-
day, or from personal topics of. the present 
to Metaphysics. A little difference of opin-
ion is necessary to a U".ely and interesting 
It's fearful now since Harlow's gone-
'Twas bad enough before-
But mortal terrors have increased 
About a thousand more. 
A monster now parades the halls, 
That's neither short nor slim-
I don't know hardly what it is, 
Bnt think they call it "Jim." 
Another one about as bad, 
And 'bont as big a "breezer," 
Though only half as !arge as "Jim," 
Is big as Julius Caesar. 
And if you venture out to yell, 
And dance a little too, 
Old Julius always points you out, 
And "Jim" sits down on you. 
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SCIENTIFIC. 
MISCELLANY. 
The maximum temperature of Mammoth 
cave, in mid-summer, does not exceed 56° 
Fah.; the minimum temperature, 52½ 0 ; 
and the average temperature for the year, i:;1 
al)out 53°. 
Spiders are said to hinder the working of 
telegraph wires in Japan, by spinning 
thre::tds from the wires to the adjacent trees 
and to the ground. When wet with dew or 
rain, these form conductors which allow 
the electricity to escape to the earth. 
Let him who thinks that Agricultmal 
Colleges are failures, if their graduates do 
not become tillers of the soil, consider well 
if he be right. The act of Congress endow-
ing these institutions, distinctly states that 
their object shall be to provide an education 
in agriculture and the mechanic arts. Hence 
we have students studying engineering, me-
chanics, etc., as well as agriculture. Edu-
cation can aid any industry only by giving 
a thorough knowledge of the scieuces which 
underlie it. No sensible man would expect 
an education acquired at an Agricultural 
College to enable him to husk more corn in 
a day than his neighbor who has not J?.id 
the advantage of such an education-unless 
his knowledge of mechanics enable him to 
invent a machme for such a purpose. It is 
evident that education counts as nothing m 
labor which calls for a training of the hand 
only. It can accomplish very much for the 
industries by introducing improved meth-
ods and machinery. It is also evident that, 
since but few can have the advantage of a 
i;ici.entific education, the greatest good can 
be accomplished by using that education in 
such a way that the rest of mankind may 
share the benefits .to be derived from it. 
Hence as teachers and editors, master me-
chanics and engineers, our graduates occu-
py lields where they can accomplish much 
more for the industrial classes than if they 
should confine themselves to the mere me-
chanical part of their respective industries. 
Furthermore, many of our graduates ex-
haust their resources in going through col-
lege, and, if they should wish to farm, they 
must begin on a level with the ordinary 
farm hand; .while numerous vacant posi-
tions in which higher wages are paid, are 
waiting to be filled by intelligent men. It 
1s no wonder, then, that but a few of our 
graduates go to tilling the land immediately 
upon leaving school. 
MODERN SCIENCE AND THE HOME. 
NELLIE COE, 
Not only are our times remarkable for the 
deep research in the domain of Science but • 
as well that the facts are moulded into a 
shape for use. The, knowledge gathered to-
gether by yesterday's scientist furnishes but 
little more mat,irial ior his brother who 
works in the same line than for the inven-
tor, the farmer, the physician, the house-
keeper. The world has so often been start-
led at the rapidity with which application 
follows discovery, that it has ceased to ex-
press astonishment at these every day 
occurences. 
Hardly has the physicists learned the 
strange properties of selenium, ere the in-
ventor has thrust bis photophone on the 
world. The chemist becoming able to de-
tect the most minut!:) quantity of arsenic, 
mankind has learned to what an alarming 
extent,this poison is being used, and pam-• 
phlets are published by sanitary men, warn-
ing us of its frequency and harmfulness. 
Many diseases that have baffled the physi-
cians skill, find not only the cause but the 
cure in the further study of the laws which 
underly matter. Truly this is a scientific 
age, moved by the spirit of utilitarianism. 
One wonders what effect these times will 
have on the world of tu-morrow. When the 
many, rather than the few, shall drink of 
the waters of the new fountain. 
Over church, and st,ate and school, is 
creeping the influence of modern science, 
but it is through the home, the basis of the 
others that we look for the greatest triumph. 
It is true that at present the theory is far 
beyond the factj!. Few are the homes to 
which we may look as examples. Few 
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families where father and mother, sons and 
daughters are all educated in this line. In 
the average enlightened home of our land, 
where Milton and Dickens are read, where 
Gibbon and Emerson are studied. do we find 
an equal knowledge of'the pages of Hum-
boldt and Huxley. 'rhe poet, the historian, 
the novelist speak, but the scientist is rela-
tively eilent. A change id being wrought, 
it is true, and the ideal home of to-day must 
know somewhat of all branches. In the 
parlor, among the guests, it is not he who is 
continually striving after wit that makes 
the finest conversatiouist, the best friend. 
Not he who can quote most poetry, or talk 
accurately of historical events, but he must 
also know the live, real facts that stir in the 
world about him, the material as well as the 
mental. He must improve you rather than 
please you, if he would obtain lastmg 
friendship or respect. In the first grade of 
society a knowledge of science is not widely 
enough diffused to make its separate de-
partments a general topic, but . we would 
keep in view the time that is dawning upon 
us when we shall know these things and not 
leave the others unknown. 
· Let us turn to the family circle by itself, 
the sitting room, if we may call it so. Here 
too, science shall not show itself an ineffi-
cient worker. May not those who have 
heretofore considered their pursuits as 
entirely distinct, finu. their mistake. Broth-
er and sister studying her laws shall find 
here a common interest, taught by parents 
as well as teachers the germs of the new 
education. Sons and daughters, leaving at 
intervals the politics and music, shall te 
able as well to read understandingly scien-
eific papers and one author thinks that thus 
· shall be found a remedy from over stimulus 
•of feeling and sentiment, rather characteris-
tic he thinks, of the modern American girl. 
Not that science is above all else, but joined 
with the others, it supplies a hitherto lack-
ing link. 
Parlor, sitting-room, kitchen. You re-
member the old Grecian philosopher, who 
being found in the kitchen, bade bis many 
visitors to enter, saying, ''.here, too, there 
are gods." 
Laying aside the fact that · any work is 
done with far more ~eal and less weariness 
if the why is known for each process, there 
are other reasons that make at least a slight 
knowledge of the sciences, economy. Ecori-
om:v if taken alone in the sense of the pock-
et-book. Let us give a homely illustration. 
It takes only about half as much sugar to 
sweeten pies made from fruits, if sweetened 
after, instead of before baking. The chem-
ist says because the vegetable acid, acting 
on cane sugar changes it to glucose, which 
has a sweetening power not half so great as 
the former. 
Again it is useless and wasteful to in-
crease source of heat for the purpose o·f 
cooking more rapidly, any farther than to 
keep mixture at boiling point. For, in the 
words of Ganot-"Whatever the intensity 
of the source of heat, as soon as ebullition 
begins, tbe temperature of liquid remains 
stationary." Most housekeepei·s have learned 
these simple facts from experience, but 
there are others of which they are ignorant, 
and science both can and will yield its se-
cret servants for the help of the industrious. 
It is worthy of notice the attention being 
directed at present to the hygiene of foods. 
Once beneath the notice of great minds, 
some of our best educators are handling 
these subjects; and with results that may 
well lead us to hope for further improve-
ment. It is known that the present system 
of bread- making, while it gives us the car-
bonic acid we desire, leaves a portfon of 
wp.ich we eat that is merely decayed mate-
rial. While a method has been devised that 
does not require the use of the yeast plant, it 
is as yet too inconvenient and expensive for 
the household. In the preserving of meats 
and fruits, there is much that science can 
and must, in time, reveal to the housekeeper. 
A vast amount of more practical attention 
should be given and is, to a larger extent 
than formerly to drains, sewers and other 
aids to cleanliness, for the chemist tells us 
that much of the impurity and unhealthful-
ness of the water used, is due to careless-
ness in these matters. 
Thus we find that science like all other 
branches of education, walks with us more 
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or less in our every day life. And when 
everi children shall be taught its rudiments, 
it must influence in a higher degree not only 
the social but the moral and intellectual 
faculties. . 
The outworn rites of the church, the pious 
frauds are sinking to a death from which 
we hope no resurrection, but with them it 
may be some shall lose the pure faith taught 
from a mother's lip. To the home, we look 
for the antidote when parents shall teach 
the golden truths, cleared from the rubbish 
that accompanies ignorance. when entirely 
new scientific knowledge shall not be hurled 
into the face of the young student, with a 
terrible why? But having been taught at 
least a partial answer ta the main questions 
and that there are unanswerable mysteries 
in the world, he shall expect them, and 
without a tearing down of the past trust in 
a divine. 
The successful work now carried on by 
the scientific schools shall make yet more 
rapid progress, when the taste for science, 
given by the home, shall be a stimulus for 
.further knowledge of her laws. Then shall 
the halls of the national schools of science 
fill with the daughters as well as the sons 
of the land. Then to be thoroughly edu-
cated, even for shining in society, one must 
know more than music and literature. Not 
that we would under-estimate these, for edu-
cation is not for nation, race or sex; but for 
ind1viduals, and each following the line he 
liketh best, should yet know somewhat of 
the others. 
Ah, Science, you are not taught and stud-
ied as a mere accumulation of useless facts! 
Balancing th11 minds of some, adrling to the 
reason and judgment of others, showing to 
even the least imaginative many a beauti-
ful simile, allowing all thy students to 
catch farther glimmerings of infinite wis-
dom-aye, more-who shall say that a fuller 
knowledge will not prove you a solid rock 
in a people's faith? . 
-----
MENTAL GUOWTH. 
Mind is the original cause of all action in 
the phenomenal world. In nature and in 
the whole extent of the external world, we 
trace the phenomena back to a common 
source, generally known as "First Cause;" 
but whatever view we take of it, we can on-
ly conceive of it as 'mind. We can study 
the action and perceive the manifestations 
of mind in ourselves; here we should watch 
the development of the mental powers, and 
study the peculiarities which are mani-
fested _in their growth. 
If mind is the ground work of our exis-
tence, we should make it one of our princi-
pal studies, as it is the duty of every indi-
vidual to first study that which is nearest re-
lated to himself, then that which is more 
distant. 
Mind should not be considered as a bun-
dle of faculties developing in a regular · 
series; but as a unit capable of working in 
different directions, each called a faculty. 
'rhe process of development we sometimes 
call education, and it is important that all 
educators should understand the process of 
mental growth and delveopment. 
By an attentive study of mental growth 
we natmally come to the conclusion, that 
the course of study should adapt itself to 
the growth and development of the mental 
powers. The course of nature, from the 
germ to the mature organi1,1m, is through 
advancing complexity. How, then, can the 
proper training be secured, unless the order 
of unfolding, the laws, and the conditions 
be understood. 
It has bef•n said that education is the 
development of reason, innate in man; let 
us see how this can be. The germs of all 
the faculties, although they may be in a 
rudimentary state, are present in the natur-
al organism, the brain. But the first step of 
development does not commence here. De-
velopment commences by first exercising 
the senses, those parts which are required 
for the immediate sustenance of the body; 
first the animal senses, taste, touch and 
smell; then the intellectual senses, sight 
and hearing. By the intellectual senses, 
sensations are perceived; as they multiply 
in number, conceptions arise forming ideas; 
after the ideas have been formed, true intel-
lectual development commences. 
Perception, the first act of intellectual 
culture, is the mind's unfettered grasping 
of an object when directly presented to it; 
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but before going any further into the details 
of the wo.rking of the mind, we should un-
derstand that mind is not in a passive state, 
acted uoon by surrounding conditions; but 
mind is always in an active state, except 
when unconscious. We may compare the 
mind, when gathering knowledge, to an ani-
mal organism, which must be under certain 
conditions in order to be afflicted by disease; 
or to the soil, which must be in proper con-
dition in order to assist growth. Hence we 
may learn the condition of the mind when 
best adapted for gathering knowledge and 
strengthening its capabilities. 
Attention is the most important condition 
of the mind in gathering knowledge; it is 
also the most important in pedagogics. At-
tention is a self activity not a passive state 
of the mind. It is the will acting on the 
intellect, hence a combination of intellect 
and will. AU depends upon the volun-
tary power of the mind. The pupil should be 
taught to look for certain properties and at-
tributes, also to note their peculiarities; all' 
objects should be learned by actual percep-
tion· so far as possible. There is a great 
need of classification and systematic ar-
rangement of the ideas which are gathered 
into the mind and stored up in memory. If 
our ideas are improperly arranged we fail 
in logical reasoning, and our knowledge 
will only be a mass of confused ideas. The 
systematic arrangement of ideas is what 
constitutes our sciences. 
Memory, the next faculty in order of de-
velopment, is the retention of ideas. Next 
in order of development is judgment which 
classifies and arranges .the collected facts. 
This faculty should receive particular at-
tention in mental training, as the power of 
discrimination is well worthy of carnful 
culture. In connection with memory and 
judgment, imagination is brought into exer-
cise. This faculty might properly be called 
the explorer of the human miml; it deter-
mines the greater or less vividness of the 
impressions or ideas reproduced out of 
memory. There are some who advocate 
that imagination should not be subject to 
much exercise, but this, we think, is false. 
If we notice how prominent a part immag-
ination plays m .common life, we will at 
once see the benefit to be derivt·d from a 
proper cultivation ·of the representative fac-
ulty. Persons endowed with this faculty 
well balanced, are generally the most s1ic-
cessful in life. The mental power which 
seems to be the last in the order of de,·elop-
ment, is reason. This is the crowning fac-
ulty of the human mind. It predominates 
over, and seems to regulate all the other 
faculties. 
Th us tiie process of growth from the 
senses to reason, is from the simple to the 
complex. We find this· to be the order of 
evolution in all depa:-tments of n~Ltlll'!)i 
and by keeping this constantly lief'ore the 
mind, the educator receives antl an · aid 
which is of the greatest value to him in the 
performance of his mission. If we have 
carefully observed the growth of mintl in 
man, we cannot fail to notice that education, 
in a limited sense, is the tlevelopment of 
reason. 
In studying mental growth WP.find that the 
history of civilization will plainly imlic11te 
the various stages th_rouiih whic:1 the min<'! 
passes during the progress of' growth. Man 
in his savage state cultivates ouly his senses; 
but as he advances inthe scale of civihzation, 
he gradually brings the mental vowt'rs i 1to 
exercise, until be reaches the light which 
guides the whole human family, namely, 
reason. But here the growth does not f'ease. 
The mind, as it exists in the embryonic 
state, is, at first, feeble; but, by constant 
nourshment and favorable conditions which 
nature has provided for it, there soon devel-
ops a mighty conjurer who is able· to per-
form acts wonderful and strange. When 
we look around us and see, on every hand, 
the wonderful works of man, we cannot but 
stop and ask: "Whence this mighty power, 
which is able to chain nature's forces clown 
to complete subjugation, or gather the 
lightnings out of ·the heavens and confine 
them to limited space and action?" .We 
hear the voice of consciousness repeat the 
rolling echo which reverberates back from 
the distant shores of infinity. "Mind is an 
outgrowth of the Great Mind, the first 
cause, and originator of all things." O. C. P. 
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WHISPERINGS of commencment remind 
us that the end draws near for the class of '81. 
Ere another issue of the AURORA th"Y will 
have severed their connection with the col-
lege as students and have joined the great 
·body of Alumni, who in active life are prov-
ing what their Alma Mater has done for 
them. The programme for commencment 
week is very much the same as usual. Sat-
urday evening, November 5th,' the literary 
societies graduate their members. Novem-
ber 6th, is Bacealaurate Sunday. Monday 
evening is reserved for the lecture before 
the societies; it is not yet decided whether 
they will occupy it or not. . ·Tuesday even-
ing, lecture before the trustees, Wednesday 
afternoon, graduating exercises and Wednes-
day evening, banquet in the dining hall. 
APPROPRIATE memorial ' services for 
President Garfield, were held in the chapel 
the day of the burial at Cleveland. The 
rostrum had been draped in mourning the 
Friday previous as a slight expression of 
the sorrow which had befallen every one. 
At the appointed time a large audience 
gathered in the chapel while the bell 
mournfully tolled, proclaiming the loss of the 
nation's chief. The band opened the exercises 
with ·"Nearer my God to Thee," followed 
by beautiful music by the choir. Prof. 
, ·wynn preached a very scholarly sermon 
dwelling with much emphasis on the deep 
interest which Garfield had taken in educa-
tional work and of his marked success as a 
christian college president, also of his 
broad learning and culture. He brought 
out the idea prominently that the President 
had been virtually a martyr to the Civil 
Service Reform and that his death may 
have accomplished more for the cause tlian 
his life possibly could have done. Prof. 
Knapp followed with a few very earnest 
enthusiastic words, noting particularly his 
character as a congressman and his sturdy 
adherf'nce to a sound financial policy; he 
alluded in a very touching maimer to the 
reverence the loyal son showed for his aged 
mother the day of his inauguration. Presi-
dent Welch referred to some of the many 
valuable lessons which such a life ofl'l.irs 
for college students. The closa attention of 
the audience f!poke of the deep sorrow 
which each one ftlt at the loss of such a 
noble President. 
VERILY these are the times which try 
seniors's souls. '.fo plod in the library from 
eight o'clock in the morning until ten at 
night, racking one's brains to make some-
thing orginal out of other men's productions 
and then to be cooly informed by some 
Freshman or Sophomore that you have 
nothing to do. There is an end to human 
endurence and it comes in this case at the 
e.nd of the two weeks "vacation." The uni-
versal verdict of the seniors is that they 
would prefer learning double lessons dur-
ing this time, if it would excuse them from 
'.fhesis writing. But there is no royal road 
to excellence, and the fact that the task is 
ardurous fails to prove that it is not bene-
ficial. We doubt if a more instructive or 
appropriate graduating exercise could· be 
established. After pursuing a scientific 
course for four years, a student surely ought 
to be able to produce a paper of merit on 
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some subject connected with his · studies 
which being placed in the liabrary, not·only 
leaves his Alma Mater a specimen of his 
work while at the college, but leaves an 
article which may prove instructative to 
to those who shall follow. Could there be 
anything more appropriate for the com-
mencment exercises than extracts from 
these Theses, provided they were put in a 
form, which the audience could fully under-
stand and werewell-deliverd? They certainly 
are a truer exponent of a work than flowery, 
soaring orations could be. It appears to be 
the aim this year to put the portion which 
is to be delivered in as attractive a form as 
possible and yet have it an extract from the 
original Thesis. 
============== FoR two long months the darkness of our 
sanctum has not been dispelled by a single 
exchange. September, however, brings us 
a host of old friends and several new ones 
to keep them company. Editors pursue 
their editorial duties, fresh from the pleas-
ure and exercise of vacation, and the editor-
ials colne forth with new thought and 
force. We miss our university friends, the 
Vidette and Reporter, but welcome in theiJ 
stead the Vidette-Reporter, the only weekly 
college journal in the west. It verifies the 
old proverb that "in union there is strength," 
and is a bright and newsy paper of which 
S. U. I. students may be justly proud. No 
member of the school will ever be lost sight 
of for the paper is just brimming o.ver with 
personals. The Wabash from Wabash Col-
leg!!, Ind., comes for the first time. '£he de-
partments of the, paper, are all well filled 
and we will gladly exchange. We only pity 
them because they are so far behind the 
times, as not to allow ladies to attend and, 
more especially because from nearly every 
page we learn that faculty and students are 
bitterly opposed to co-education. Well 
never mind. Let Wabash close her doors 
to ladies for the next fifty years, 
if she chooses, there are innumerable insti-
tutions in the west where they will be wel-
comed. 
The Illini has adopted a more compact 
form which is au improvement; it states 
that the Industrial University has not as 
large an attendance now as ·usual this year. 
"WHAT will they do after they graduate?" 
is the query whicQ arises in the minds of 
beholders, as,year after ye111r they see a com-
par1y of youth sent forth trom our college 
halls. Aside from 11,ll other subjects con-
nected with an educat10n, there arises the 
practical, homely qµestion as to whether 
the graduates are better prepared to earn 
their bread and butter, than they were before 
they entered college. Croakers will com-
plain that the country i~ now filled with 
impractical, half starved graduates; old 
farmers will gravely shake their heads and 
wisely remark that with all their ••'ologies'' 
they will not be able to raise more _whe_at 
to the acre nor produce larger incomes than 
their fathers who were never in sight of a 
college. We can not answer the last objec-
tion, foa statistics show that but ten of our 
graduates are actually engaged in farming, 
and no report is given of their success. We 
have never heard, however;of their making 
failures as farmers, 11,nd their education will 
certainly furnish them sufficient pleasure to 
fully atone for the sacrifice made in acquir-
ing it even if 1t does not largely aid them in . 
their actual duties, which we very much 
doubt. The fact is that there 1s such a call 
for laborers in the line of the industrial arts, 
that the many al'e lured 11.way from the 
slow and modest returns of the farm. Some 
take advantage of the excellent prepamtion 
which can be made here for a course in 
medicine or law. Class '81 expects to num-
ber tive doctors,and probably as many law-
yers among its alumm, and from the record 
which previous gl'aduates have made in 
these professions, we judge that they will 
will not lack for rem1.1nerative employment. 
A few will secure positions as college pro-
fessors-there are co~1tinued calls for com-
petent teachers of science. 'Ihe facts deny 
the charge that educated men can succeed 
no better, even financially, than the igno-
rant. Because a few have made failures in 
their chosen occupation, no hasty induction 
should be formed and the lack of success 
attributed to the college education; they }Jrobably would have failed any way. Edu-
cation can not take the place of natural 
ability, although it can contribute greatly 
to its effectiveness. · 
The demand for thoroughly educated, in-
telligent workers, shows very plainly that 
there is still more l\t,.,jhe top, and that no 
fears need be enwrtaililliiL.for the future 
success of gral)uates as practically educated 
as those of the I. 4,.. C. · 
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-Grapes are µo more. 
-Perpetual motion-scandal. 
-Why didn't.you work your road tax? 
-Too much corn juice makes the voice 
husky. 
-The joyful sound of the firecracker is 
again heard upon the stairs. 
-The rainy weather of last week made 
evening rambles rather unprofitable. 
-Sunday morning walks must now be 
confined to the Laboratory walk aud Chapel. 
-Men are like pins: one with a little head 
may be just as sharp as one with a big 
head. 
-'fhe da1;cil}g master is al ways taking 
stepJ to improve his business, h@ sometimes 
makes a Miss-step. 
-Since the Freshman taffy party there has 
been an increased demand for sugar at the 
Sophomore's tables. · 
-Which is the smallest bridge in the 
world? The bridge of your nose-this 
doesn't always apply. 
-The regular society work has been much 
impeded this fall by the fai.r, and the nu-
merous entertainments. 
-The supper hour has been changed from 
5:30 to 6:15. You must now take your rec-
rnation before supper. 
-Table mates are loud in their praises of 
the excellent cooking done by the Junior 
Domestic Economy girls. 
-The new bridge near the South Hall is 
quite an ornament to the grounds and does 
much credit to our Civil Engineers. 
-Grapes have at length given away 
before the combined action of the "night 
hawks" and the boarding department. 
-It is rumored that there are lots of 
"ducks" at Drake University, and the boys 
are all singing: "l want to go there too.'' 
-After supper these cold evenings most 
of the students congregate in the Chapel 
and promenade up and down 'the aisles, 
while the small boys around the organ war• 
ble "Bingo," "John Brown's Body" and 
other soul inspiring tunes. • 
-One of the "horrid boys" suggests that a 
suitable opening for our choir would be 
''.Lord have mercy on us miserable singers." 
-No more dancing in the College building 
or any of the public halls, so the new bridge 
has been pressed into service as a last resort. 
-The recent rains did considerable dam-
age by washing away the approaches to the 
new bridge. The b_ridge itself stood firm. 
-The college chapel was very appropri-
ately draped by Professors Beal and Bessey 
for the memorial services of September 
26th. 
-The Sophomores are bemoaning the 
fact that they are now compelled to study 
their Zoology lesson before going to I he rec-
itation room. 
--The Seniors have passed Sociology and 
believing in the motto, "Science with prac-
tice," all are willing to take a ·" special '' 
course in the laboratory work. 
-One of 'our young ladies, who in trying a 
new twist on her bangs, could not make them 
stay hung, said to a .sympathizing friend, 
"that she was having a tuft time of it." 
-It is said that a Buffalo girl will not 
have her wedding dress made at home, for 
fear that some of the other "set" will say 
that she was married in "buffalo robes." 
-They stood gazing into the creamery, 
when lady no. 1, remarked, "Isn't he fly, 
though.'' No. 2, not understanding slang, 
replied. "Oh yes, a perfect little butterfly, 
isn't he?" 
-Alcott says; •·Heaven trims our lamps 
while we sleep." We thirik the angels must 
get on a lark now and then and blow in the 
pipes, from the way our lamps · flicker in 
irresolution. 
-"The rain decended, and the floods 
came" during chapel exercise and a general 
stampede resulted, because so many boys 
forgot to shut their window before leaving 
their rooms. 
-Quite a number of our students have 
taken advantage of the clearing out reduc-
tion prices of the American Book Exchange 
to supply themselves with many useful and 
desirable books. 
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-The increased circulat10n of autograph 
albums warns us that the end is drawing 
near. 
-The wind tried hard to demolish the 
flag staff on the, north tower and almost 
succeeded. 
-What has become of the military com-
pany-did they leave all their enthuisiasm 
at Des Moines? 
-A great many students are leaving 
school, being called away to teach and 
on matters of business .. 
-The six o'clock short hand class is not 
enjoying as much of a "boom" now, as 
it did in the early part of the term. 
-A couple of plug hats moved proudly 
around the circle one Sunday morning under 
the guiding care of two stately Seniors. 
Small boys, little children and poodle dogs 
received no second warning to clear the 
track. 
-" Change is visible in all things," ex-
claimed the eloquent orator. We'll wager 
our defunct spnng hat that he had never 
seen the inside of the average student's 
pocket-book before making that sweeping 
assertion. 
-He sat ht the head of the table looking 
as sour as a crab-apple in ,June, when one of 
the ladies remarked, "How very austere you 
are this evening." ·'Yes," he snapped out, 
"but the idea of cove oysters this time 6f 
the year." 
-We learn from good authority that the 
Proctor in one of his nocturnal rambles 
found a Butcher sleeping with a Bullock 
in the hay mow of the barn. -The Cliolian open sessions are always 
well attended and the programme always 
-'fhe Juniors are working at Landscape 
merits the attention paid to it. At the last 
Gardening in earnest. 'fheir fertile minds 
meeting the room was so full that they 
are now on various plans for beautifying started a branch society out in the hall for 
the ground around the col_lege. the benefit of the late callers. 
-He is seen around the farm house so 
much that the President thinks he is a regu-
lar boarder, and often throws hun off his 
guard by innocently inquiring as to the 
whereabouts of Prof. Knapp. 
-The chapel was draped just previous to 
the weekly reading of the dissert<.ttions. We 
can't say whether the Juniors who were on 
exhibition that evening greatly appreciated 
the decoration or not. 
-A loaded cartridge was recently thrown 
out of one of the upper windows onto the 
engine house. It struck on a stone, ex-
ploded, and sent the ball through the win-
dow into the Treasurer's office. Rather 
careless sport. that. 
-What will become the Freshmen; 
mournfully ask the sages of the older classes 
as they sadly contrast the present mode of 
picnics, lawn parties, and taffy pulling3 
with the old established custom of standing 
idly by to see their ladies home of by the 
triumpant Srniors. Surely co-education 
is a complete failure if a Freshman stands a 
better chance than a Senior. 
-A short time ago each of the older stu-
dents received an invitation to put in an 
appearance, armed with a shovel or ~imiliar 
weapon to work out his road tax. But as 
the invitation was sent less 1.han three days 
before the intended party, besides being 
after the first of September, the attendance 
was not flattering. 
-The oratorical contest will be held in 
the chapel on the evening of October 22. 
All of the societies will be represented 
and there will be seven or eight speakers, 
unless some of them lose courage at the 
last moment. "\Ve hope to see more enthu-
s1a~m and rivalry worked up than is gen-
erally the case. 
-''fis said that one of the University 
law students, a representative of sonth-
western Iowa, who has been breaking the 
hearts of many of the "fall' ones," (in his 
mind,) only awaits the developments of his 
most recent correspondence to find out that 
his own has been sadly demoralized and 
that he has been most beautifully taken in 
by one who is only "sweet sixteen." 
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-The key to the east door of library 
was lost a short time ago. It was astonish-
ing to see the number of girls who were 
compelled to visit the library that evening. 
con_sidering the fact that they had to go to 
the outside tloor in order to reach the west 
entrance. 
-He was a Senior, and she chdn't expect 
to returu. They had been talking it over and 
bad surmounted everything in good style 
except the financial question, which seemed 
to have got the better of them, until a happy 
idee flashed through her fertile brain, which 
she proceeded to relate in the following 
phraseology: "Now l will practice my do-
mestic economy while you practice your 
political economy, and together we will be so 
happy, oh my!" 
-A joint session of the four literary 
societies was held in the College Chapel, 
Saturday evening, Oct. 1st. The following 
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- Nellie Bell. 
The jutlges, Miss Smclair, Gen. Geddes 
and Mr. Hainer, decided the question unan-
imously iu favor of the negative. 'l'he 
whole programme, music as well as literary, 
showed good preparation, and those who 
parliri pated m·e to be congratulate on the 
u~~a3..; of t:1} eatainment. 
PITH AND POINr. 
A nod from a lord is a breakfast for a 
foul. 
· The best throw upon the dice is to throw 
them away. 
It takes an old woman well versed in 
_herbs to give sage advice. 
False hair is so perfectly made that when 
a wotnan•s· he:id is fixed -you can't tell which 
is switch. 
Why is a Zulu belle like a prophet of old? 
Because she has not much on'er in her own 
country. 
We polish marble, not clay. If one 
would be a polished gentleman he must 
have solidity. 
The young lady who said the other even-
ing that she was hungry enough to eat nails, 
often makes such ironical remarks. 
Worry is said to kill more people than 
work; but confounded laziness kills more 
than either, and it's a magnificent death to 
die. 
"That fellow is just like telescope," said a 
dashing New York girl; "you can draw him 
out, see through him, and shut him up 
again." 
The papers tell of a courtship and mar-
riage brought about by a note written on 
an eggshell. It is most eggstraordinary 
affair. 'l'he two hearts are now yolked to-
gether. 
A fleshy girl-Addie Pose. ..t,.. pugnacious 
girl-Hitty Magin. A girl to be avoided-
Black Maria.. A well read man-a healthy 
Indian. An oleaginous chap-Lynn C. 
Doyle. 
Our lives are albums, w1itten through 
With good 01· ill, with false or true, 
And wl•en recording angels turn 
The record of our years, 
God grant they read the good with smiles, 
And blot the ill with tears. 
"Men ofLen jump at conclusions," says the 
proverb. So do dogs. We saw a dog jump 
at the conclusion of a cat that was sticking 
through the opening of a partly closed door, 
and it made more disturbance than a church 
scandal. 
. "What is· your business?" asked a Harvard 
student of an old Printer .~as they stood at 
the Parker House bar waiting for a cock-
tail that the bartender was preparing. The 
printer looked the young man straight in 
eye and said, with great solemnity, "I am 
an Greeter of m!ctlellic messengi:irs of thought, 




I. G. Moore left on the 4th inst. to begin 
teaching. 
Mrs. Knapp has a brother-in-law from 
Vermont visiting her. 
W. B. Whitney is at present in the employ 
of Rowe & Co., Des Moines. 
W. 0. McElroy made a flying trip to his 
home near Newton last week. 
W. A. Scott left a short time ago and is 
now teachiug near LaMoille, Marshall Co. 
Mrs. Cripp;; and Mrs . .Helden were at the 
college last modth visiting their daughters. 
0. D. LaGrange proposes to take a course 
of lectures at Rush Medical College this 
winter. 
H. H. Barnes is a farmer lad near Gilbert 
Station. He occasionally finds time to call 
on his old college friends. 
C. I. Lorbeer has left college, having se-
cured a scl,ool for the winter. He expects 
to return next year and complete his course. 
A. C. May, who went to Colorado in the 
spring, is still there on a big ranch near 
Denver. He reports himself well pleased 
with the life. 
Miss Emma Butcher, after being with us 
for a little over a year, started on the night 
of the 5th for her home in Montana. That 
she may enjoy her western home is the 
wish of her many collegP friends. 
E. A. Alexander has been compelled to 
quit school for the remainder of the term, 
in order to attend to his father's business. 
He expects to rejoin his class in the spring 
however, for his motto is "'83 or never." 
C. W. Dennis droppen down upon his col-
lege friends a few days ago as he was pass-
iug throug-h Ames, enroute for Chicago, 
where he will enter Rush Medical College 
with the intention of securing the title of 
M. D. 
J. L. Hartwell, formerly of class '81, made 
his friends a short call a few days ago. He 
was obliged to leave during his Sophomore 
year on account of ill health and has since 
been in California. He is looking much 
better than when he left us and expects to 
go back in a few days. 
Political hopt:5 are now firing the breasts 
of our students. ];t. M. Hunter was recent-
ly nominated for county Auditor by the 
Democratic convention. He wears the per-
fect candidate smile and we may soon see 
him sailing forth with a pocket full of 
stump speeches. 
============== ALUMNI. 
'80. C. D. Taylor is now studying law at 
the University. · 
'80. 0. S. Brown is principal of the Reyn-
olds, Illmois, schools. 
'77. F. L. Statten is a hardware merchant 
at Gifford, Hardin county. 
'79. W. M. Scott is at Grand Forks, Da-
kota. He fails to state what he is doing, 
however. 
'75. G. C. Faville now liangs out his 
shingle at Danville, Ky., as D. V. M. Suc-
cess to him. 
'80. Frank Boddy, after spending several 
months at the College, has gone to Chicago 
to take a course in medicine. 
'80. C. H. McGrew's name appears on 
the Republican ticket ot Keokuk county as 
Superintendent. LATER:-He got there. 
'78. Richard Burke has been nominated 
for County Auditor by the Democrats of 
Keokuk county, with good chances of secur-
ing the office. 
'72. F. L. Harvey and wife, of Fayette-
ville, Arkansas, were among the visitors of 
last month. He notices great improvement 
about the College. 
'76. Still they go-here is the last: Mar-
ried, at the residence of the bride's parents, 
Wachita, Kansas, Mr; John J. Fegtly and 
Miss Carrie E. Whitlock. THE AURORA 
wishes the young couple abundant success. 
'72. The following notice from the Chi-
cago papers explains itself; "Rev. 0. A. 
Cessna, pastor of Indiana street mission M. 
E. church Chicago, was married to Lillian 
Wheeler, on the evening of Aug, 31, at the 
close of the regular prayer meeting by Pre-






Fancy Groceries, Confectionery, Nuts, Cigars Tobacco 
Ice Cream. Lemondade, Etc., 
We endeavor to keep a first-class restaurant. Students 
desiring anything in onr line will please call 
and we will accommodate you. 
A:::b.lCES, IO"W"A. 
W. G. WRIGHT, 
PROPRIETOR OF 
:m:. A. SLINGERLAND, 
. DEALER IN 
FURNITURE! 
Fine Parlor and Bed•Room Sets 
PICTURE FRAMES, MOLDINGS 
AND KINDS OF GOODS KEPT IN A FIRST-
CLASS l<'URNITURE STORE, 
College 'Bus Line! Prices Low as the Lowest. 
Has Contract for Coilege Mail and Express Business. 
3 TRIPS DAILY. A:::b.lCES, IO"W"A. 
ALSO PROPRIETOR WEST HOUSE LIVERY. 
GOTO 
SHOCKLEY & CLARK, J. P. JACKSON'S 
R~STAURANT! TONSORIAL ROOMS! 
And Eating Rooms, 
Keep Constantly on Hand a Full Supply of Con-
fectionery, Etc, 
For your 
HAIR CUTTING AND SHAVING, 
ICE CREAM AND LEMONADE. And all kinds of Barber Work. Only FIRST-CLASS 
Shop In town. Rooms lltted up in line style. Two 
good chain•. Razors sharp and towels clean. Students and all others a1·e earnestly reg nested to 
give tts a call, ur-store opposite elevator. HAIR CUTTING A SPECIALTY. 
Nort.h side of Onondaga Street, opposte elevator. 
1. B FRAZEE, 
. MERCHANT TAILORS ! · J>ractlcal W atchmakcr and J cwclcr _ 
POST-OFFICE BUILDING, AMES, IOWA. Nelson & Westburg, 
New York House. Merchant Tailors and dealei·s in lmpo1ted and domes-tic piece goods in great variety. . 
A FI'l' GUAl!.AN'l'EED IN EVElri CASE, 
P. J. KAYNOR, PROP. Latest importations of Eastern Styles always In stock. 
Rates Reduced to $1.50 per day. AMES, IOWA, West Side Story St. BOONE. IOWA. 
ADVERTISEMENTS. 
CHAS. L. KAHLER & co HODGSON & XINTSLEY, 
MANUFACTURERS OF AND 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 
Leathers and Findings, 
301 Exchange Block, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 
BGELow; HUNTINGTON & TILDEN, 
-DEALERS IN-
Fancy Dry Goods, 
ALSO 
LADIES AND GE Nl'S fURNISHING GOODS 
We have the Largest Stock of 
OLOT::S::ING-
BOOTS AND SHOES, 
Ever Brought to Story County ! 
Tonsorial Rooms! 
4 DOORS WEST OF P. O. 
Good work guaranteed. The reputation of the 
shop is well-known, and the new p1·oprletors ask a 
continuance of your patronage. 
DALEY & THAYER, 
RESTAURANT, BAKERY, 
an.cl. G-rocery. 
SODA WATER All!D ICE CREAM. 
Everything belonging to a fin,t-claEs store always-on 
hand. 
CALL AND SEE US. 
E. A. DAYTON, 
JEVVELER! 
Has the largest and best stock of 
WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, ETC., 
Ever brought to StOl'y county. 
Linn Street, NEV ADA, IOWA. 
DRESS-MAKING ANO FANCY GOODS I 
--o-
Plain Sewing and Gentlemen's Revairing, 
-o-
MRS_. LITTLE & CO.,. 
We keep the Emerson, Buell & Stou7,hton Shoes Two doors west of Thayer's Bakery. for Men's wear ; the Holbrook & Ludlow s Shoes for 
Ladles wear.' 
We make clothing, Boots _and Shoes, specialties. The patronage of students and others is earnestly Gives us a call, and will convmce you the above Is 1. it d 
con-ect. BIGELOW, HUNTINGTON & TILDEN. so IC e • 
ADVERTISEMENTS. 
OSGOOD, HARRIS & CO. AT TECE 
Cash Dr~ Goo~s Housel OLD RELIABLE STAND 
On the south side of Onondaga Street, 413 and 415 Walnut Street, 
DES DOINES, IOW .A, OPPOSITE CITY DBUG STORE 
.A re now receiving their full and complete 
Stook of 
SPRING GOODS, 
Embracing all the shades in Plain, Gros Grain and 
Brocade 8ilks, · !Summer Silks, Plain and Brocade 
Satins, Plaids in new and beautiful colors and designs 
of Silk and Worsted, Fine Dress Goods, Common and 
Staple Dress Goods. Special attention is called to our 
ALL WOOL BLAUK BUNTING at 16% cents per 
yard. Laces, Ribbons and Trimmings. Bargains in 
Hamburg Embroideries. Latest novelties' in Ladies 
Neck Wear. Sole Agents for the popular "Fo~ter" 
Kid Glove. Largest and best variety of Honse Furn-
ishin_g Goods in the city. 
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK'S PATTERNS; 
lirParticular attention paid to the filling of orders. 
Samples sent on application. 
HARRIS, OSGOOD & Co. 
SPECIMENS FOR THE MUSEUM ! 
We ask students, graduates and all other friends of 
the College to remember us in the way of museum 
specimens. 
FOSS I LS, ROCKS, COALS, 
and other similar specimens of value. If in doubt as 
to th!) val_ne of a specimen for our pur])ose, write to us 
andrnqmre. 
-WE WANT, ALSO,-
Skulls and Skins of Quadrupeds 
and Birds, Eggs, Nests, Shells 
from our Ponds, Insects, 
Insect Work. 
A~~!:~~:pondence upon insects particularly requested. 
Agricultural Ccllege Museum. 
[CARE OF PROFESSOR BEAL,] 
. AMES,IOWA. 
B. T. GILLETT~ 
PRACTICAL TAILOR! 
805 EAST FIFTH STREET. 
"DES MOINES, IOWA. 
Deals exclusively In ordered, Clothmg 
Guarantees Satisfaction in every Resvect 
A Large Stock of fine goods always on band and 
Prices Moderate. 
will be found the 
BEST TONSORIAL ROOMS! 
IN THE COUNTY. 
Mr. Perkins, the proprietor, wishes to an-
nounce that he has in his employ the 
Champion Hair-Cutter of IlBs Moines. 
All work done in the latest and 
best style. 
CALL AND SEE ECIJY.C. 
K. C. NAYLOR, 
Watchmaker and Jeweler. 
BOYS, IF YOU WANT 
Diamonds, Find Gold and Silver Waiches, Clocks, 
Silverware, Jewelery, Opera Glasses 
and Spectacles. 
Call at 420 Post OlHce Room, East Sixth Street. 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 
A_ E. ROG~RS, 
SECOEJY.CAX:ER, 
AMES, IOWA. 
Harner's Art Gallery .. 
FIRST - CLASS PHOTOGRAPHS. 
East Side Story Street, BOONE, IOWA. 
ADVERTI8EMENT8. 
L. NICHOLS. G. H. MAXWELL. MRS. E. M. MAXWELL. 
NICHOLS & MAX WELL, 
LIVERY, FEED & SALE STABLE. Full Stock Millinery 
OPPOSITE DEPOT. 
Fine rigs, day or uight, at reasonable rates. 
'Bus to and. from College Three Time~ a Day, 
@""Special Trips to Entertainments. 
Ames Photograph Gallery. 
P :::a::e>TC>G-B.AP::S:: S 
EQUAL TO THE BEST IN IOWA. 
• 
-E(Ec---•0·GE::MS GOOD.•o-• --►-
Call and see for yonrself. N.G. COOK 
:SO~D, 
PH OT O GR A P H E R, 
206-208 4th Street. Daf\ MOINES. 
EXPEIUMENTAL ORCHARDS. 
TWO AND THREE YEAR OLD APPLE TREES-
OVER TWO HUNDRED IRON CLAD VARIETIES. 
The College Nnrsny includes the best varieties of 
the northern anll most trying 1iortious of both con-
tinents. 
We are anxious to have experimental orchards 
started in all parts of tt1e stitte by those who will keep 
a careful n'cord and report progress for the benefit of 
the State at large. 
Trees of few or many varieties will be sent as order-
ed. but in no case can we send a large number of any 
one sort. A, an example, if we receive an order for 
one hundred trees of the best know Russian apples, 
we prefer to send two trees each of liftv varieties. 
,ve also have a limited stock of three and four Y!Jar 
trees of the hardiest varieties known in our nnrsenes, 
at $8.00 per hundred. 
Address PROF. HORTICULTURE, 
I. A. C., Ames, Iowa. 
DRESS MAKING by a Competent Lady of Des Moines. 
LACES A SPECIAL TY. 
All Goods Delivered Free by Maxwell's 'Bus, 
JOWA AGlUCULTUlUL COLLEGE FARM. 
For Thoroughbred 
Short-Horn and Holstein Cattle, 
BERKSHIRE AND 
Poland China Swine, 
FOR HIGH-GRADE STOCK, APPLY TO 
SUPT, COLLEGE FARM. 
BOTANICAL SPECIMENS. 
I shall be glail to receive 
BOTANICAL SPECIMENS 
From Graduates or other8 who have been stu-
dents iu the College. 
l would direct the attention of Collectors more espec-
ially to the Parasite Fungi. 
C. E. BESSEY, Prof. of Botany. 
T. 0. HYTLAND 
MANUFACTURER OF 
BOOTS and SHOES. 
AMES, IOWA. 
D. s. FAIRCHILD, 
OFFICE HOURS :-1 to 4 and 7 to 9 P. M., Tuesday 
afternoons excepted. 9 to 12 at College. 
AMES, IOWA. 
BIGELOW, HUNTINGTON & TILDEN, ALUMNI. 
-D :,ALERS IN- '72. J. K. MACOMBER, - President. 
'76 .• J. F. HAmnN, Secretary. 
. '78 .• J. N. MUNCEY, - - Trf>asnrer. Fancy Dry Goods <12. J. 9· A~{:HUH, I 
, 73. .J. s. L.EE, 
:74. lDA S. NOYES, 
75. C.H. LEE, 1.y· Pr ·.d t 
ALSO '10. JULIA C. BLODGET I ICe eSi en 8• 
'77. KATES. CURTIS, ] 
'78. UICHARD Bumrn, 
We have the Lar~est Stock:of '79. H. OSBORNE, 
======================= 
CLOTHING 
BOOTS AND SHOES, 
Ever Brought to Story County ! 
We keep the Emenon, Buell & Stoulf.hton Shoes 
for Men's wPar ; the llolhrook & Ludlow s Shoes for 
Ladles wear.' 
We m:tkc clothing. Boot~ and Shoes, specialties 
Gives .ns a call, a.1Hl will convince you the above i 
con-ect. !lIGF.1.0\V. HuNrrNGTON & TILDEN 
K. C. NAYLOR, 
Watchmaker and Jeweler. 
BOYS, ·1F YOU WAKT 
DIRECTORY. 
BACHELOR. 
M. J. FURRY, 
- President. 
0. C. PETERSON, - Vice President. 
FRANK S)llTH, - Rec. Secretary. 
A. M. ALLE!i!, - Cor. Secretary. 
8. C. SCOTT, Cliaplaii1. 
M. B. CHERRIE, Treasurer. 




EMMA F. BU'fCHER, 
M~Y BRIGGS, 
A. M. MILLER, 
ALICE MOA'fS, 
w. 0. MCELROY, 









Diamonds, Find Gold and Silver Watches, Clocks, LOTTIE ES'l'ES, Ass't Usher. 
.Sergrant at Arms. Silverware, Jewelery, Opera Glasses W. H. '\VmR, 
and Spectacles. 
Call at· 420 Po.,t Office Room, East Sixth Street 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 
DA VII) GOLDMAN. ,JOSEPH HYMAN. 
Established in 1866. 
GOLDMAN & HYMAN 
MERCHANT TAILORS! 
ANH DEALEUS IN 
Ready•Made Clothing 
AND GENLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS 
409 Walnut St., opposite Kirkwood House, 
:OES JM:OINES, 
CRESCENT. 
R. J. HOPKINS, 
JULIA M. HANl<'ORD, 
C. VINCENT, 
KATE McNEILJ., -
. J.B. MARSH, 
OLIVE WEATIIEitlW, 

















NELLIE M. BELL, 





- Cor. Secretary. 
Treasurer. 
Doorkeeper. 
- Sargeant at Arms. 
IOWA-AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION_ 
A. S. WELCH, L.L. D.,:. PRESIDFNT. 
Professor of Psycholvgy and rhtlosop!,y of Sci,mce. 
GEX. J. L. (lEDDES, VICE l'RK8JDE:ST, S. A. K::\'APP, A. M., 
I'rofesso,· of Military Tactics and Enyineering. I'rofessor of Practical and Experimental Agriculture. 
W. II. WYNN, A. M., Ph.D., D.S. FAIRCHILD, M. D., 
Prof. of English Literature <md Scienee of Language. Professor of Hisloloyt!, Patlwlf)(Jy and Therapeutics. 
C'. E, BESSEY, l\L S., 
Prnfesmr of Botm,u. 
.\. THOMSON, C. E., 
Prof. of Mechaniw{ Enginee.ring and Supt. Workshop 
F. E. L. BEAT,, R. S., 
Professor ,,r Civil Enginee,·ing. 
T. E. POPE, A. l\L, 
Professor of Chcmi,sfry. 
:II. STALKER. B. 8., V. S., 
Prnfeox11r o,f Veterinary Science. 
,T. L. BUDD, M. H., 
l'n\fcs.sor of Horticulture. 
,T. K. l\L\CO:\IBER, R.' 8., 
Pmfcxsnr of Phy.sics and Libra.Han. 
E.W. STA'.\TON, B. S., 
l'ro:essor r~f .Mathematics and P1>!itical Economy. 
MRS. MARY B. WELCH, 
Lect1trer 011 Domestic IEconmny. 
MIS8 MARTHA SINCLAIR, PRECEPTRESS, 
Instructor in French and EngliPh. • 
FREMONT TURNER, B. M.E. 
Foreman of ·workshop. 
.J. C. HAINER, ll. S., 
Instructor ·in Mathematics. 
C. F. MOUNT, U. E., 
Assi,itant in Civil Engineering. 
HERBEUT OSBORN; 1\1. 8., 
Assfatant in zw,logy and Entmnology. 
E. D. HARVEY, B. S., 
As8fatant in CliemMry. 
1\11,s MINNIE ATHEARN, 
Teacher of Instrumental Music. 
H. D. HARLOW. 
Pr,,ctor. 
GENERAL STATEM:ENT. 
C'amli<lates for admission, of either sex, u,ust be at least sixteen years of age. Bf'fore entPI"ing tlie Fre~hman 
classhthey must pass a thorough examination in Reading, English Gramma1·, Physiology, Arithmetic, and Alge-
bra t rou~h <>quations of the first degree. AnY. applicant for~dmission to one of the higher classes, must pass 
examinat10n with a stan<ling of at least three (four being perfect) in tile branches named, and the studies of the 
preceding class or classes. Students on entering the College are required, moreover, to declare in writing that 
they will confonn to the conditions of membership, and, except In case of illness orunforneen misfortune remain 
at least one term. 
Expen,ses.-Students pay actual cost for board, fires, lights, I:111ndrv, damage to College property when 
caused by themselves, care, llghting, warming, and general repairs of the College bullding and furnitnre, and 
snch other incidential expenses as belong to them as a bod¥, Stude11ts pay nothing fo1· tuition nor tor the gen-
nai expenses of the College. Students supply themselves with pillows and other bedding, with towels and carpets 
if they desire them. They supply themselves with tieks, whieh can be filled with strnw alter their arrival. The 
rates of charges are as follows : Board, per week, $2.25 ; fires and lights, per week, 40 cents ; incident11l expenses 
per week, 21 rents; laundry, per <lozell, 50 cents; room rf'nt, per term, $1.25. ' 
Manual Lab,,r-Members of Ille Freshman, Sub J<'reslunan and other classes, may engage in unlnstructive 
labor three hours a day for four days of each week, at the rate of from four to ten cents per hour. Faithful and 
efficient workers can earn about $1.00 per week. 
Courses o_t Study-There a1·e four coursPs of study, viz : The course in Sciences related to the industries, the 
course in Civil Engineering, the course in l\lechanical Engineering and the course in Veterinary Sc1ence. The 
Freshman year and the first term of the Sophomore year arn devoted to preparatory studies. At the close of the 
first- term of the Sophomore year, each student chooses one of the industrlal courses. These include a full course 
of technical study and practice and the general studies neccessary to a liberal education. 
The Colle,ge is well supplied with means of instructions. The libra1·y is snppliPd wrth all the standard litera-
ture and works of reference in scienee anti art. The Chemical and Physical Laboratories, are among the largest 
and best furnished in the country. The farm, garden, and workshop, with their supply of machlne1·y, lmplem ents 
of stork, present to the student the best specimens of industrial art, and the entue system of instmctfon and 
practice is calculated'to prepare the-student for the actual duties of life 
12W"For Report containmg full information, address, A. S. WELCH President, Ames, Iowa. 
